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Tractors
are big
machines.

They make work They make work 
easier for farmers.easier for farmers.
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Others help farmers  Others help farmers  
pick fruit.pick fruit.

There are many  There are many  
kinds of tractors. kinds of tractors. 

Some tractors are used  Some tractors are used  

to pull farm equipment.to pull farm equipment.
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These are machines that These are machines that 

do different farm jobs. do different farm jobs. 

Tractors can pull Tractors can pull 
tillers, plows, and  tillers, plows, and  
hay balers.hay balers.
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Tractors come  Tractors come  
in different sizes. in different sizes. The biggest tractor is 25 feet wide. 

The biggest tractor is 25 feet wide. 

It weighs 48 tons.It weighs 48 tons.

That is more than half of what  
a space shuttle weighs.
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Tractors have  Tractors have  
big, powerful motors.big, powerful motors. These motors may be as These motors may be as 

powerful as 40 horses.powerful as 40 horses.
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Tractors have a place near Tractors have a place near 
the back called a cab. the back called a cab. 

This is where  This is where  
the driver sits.the driver sits.

Cab
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Most tractors Most tractors 
have wheels.have wheels.

Tractors are made for Tractors are made for 
different kinds of land. different kinds of land. 

Wheels

Tracks

Other tractors Other tractors 
have tracks. have tracks. 
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Some tractors have  Some tractors have  
a bucket on the front.a bucket on the front.

Farmers use these tractors  Farmers use these tractors  

to move hay from one  to move hay from one  

place to another.place to another.
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Some farm tractors  Some farm tractors  
drive themselves. drive themselves. 

Computers help  Computers help  
to steer the tractor to steer the tractor 
and keep it on track. and keep it on track. 
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Tractors can be  Tractors can be  
very dangerous. very dangerous. 

They are big,  They are big,  
heavy machines.heavy machines.

People should always be People should always be 

careful around tractors.careful around tractors.
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 4 are, big
 5 for, make, they, work
 6 farm, kinds, many, of, some, there, to, used
 7 help, others
 8 and, can
 9 different, do, that, these
 10 come, in
 11 a, feet, is, it, more, than, the, what
 12 have
 13 as, be, may
 14 back, near, place
 15 this, where
 16 land, made
 17 most
 18 on
 19 another, from, move, one
 21 keep
 22 very
 23 always, around, people, should

 4 machines, tractors
 5 farmers
 6 equipment
 7 fruit
 8 hay balers, plows, tillers
 9 jobs
 10 sizes
 11 half, space shuttle, tons
 12 motors
 13 horses
 14 cab
 15 driver
 17 tracks, wheels
 18 bucket, front
 19 hay
 21 computers
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